From: Thomas Carlotto <tcarlotto@darroweverett.com>
Date: July 14, 2022 at 11:22:00 PM EDT
To: pres1441@gmail.com, kwadensten@vibco.com, bbuonanno@nautic.com,
lcatucci@nrichamber.com, davec@mfgri.com, b.dannmessier@gmail.com,
mjkaplan@kaplanconsult.com, mikem31864@gmail.com, riaflcio@aol.com, donnasams@gmail.com, Bill
Stone <bstone@outsidegc.com>, vanessatolvic@gmail.com
Cc: "Tanner, Liz (COMM)" <Liz.M.Tanner@commerce.ri.gov>, "Fagan, Hilary"
<hilary.fagan@commerceri.com>, "Miller, Jeff" <Jeff.Miller@commerceri.com>
Subject: RE: Tidewater Confidential

All,
Attached are the following items in relation to the Tidewater Stadium Project:
1. Response from the Developer to areas of inquiry and questions posited by Board members;
2. An updated pro forma from the Developer in relation to the Stadium Project;
3. A memorandum from CSL (the Corporation’s consultant) providing analysis in relation to the
Developer’s projections;
4. An economic impact analysis from CSL; and
5. A letter from counsel to the City of Pawtucket relative to the potential sources of the City’s
$10 million commitment to the Stadium Project.
In addition, a copy of the Master Development Agreement among the City of Pawtucket, the Pawtucket
Redevelopment Agency and the Developer can be accessed at this link
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AmpZHJSuWaK5gu982xuj5cAAcX0otQ?e=Px5gc8 [1drv.ms]. If for any reason you
are unable to access this document, please let me know as it is too large for most recipients to receive
via email.
Please remember that the information provided in these materials is confidential and should not be
shared with anyone outside of the Corporation consistent with the duty owed by a director to the
corporate entity for which such director serves. Furthermore, the Code of Ethics (found here:
https://ethics.ri.gov/code-ethics) contains several provisions relative to the obligations with respect to
confidential materials.
Also, please do not “reply all” to this email and avoid conversations amongst yourselves outside of a
publicly noticed meeting in order to avoid potential rolling quorum issues that can lead to an Open
Meetings Act violation.
If you have any questions, please contact Jeff Miller.
Thanks.
Tom

Thomas E. Carlotto
Partner
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL: This e-mail communication (including any attachments) contains information that is confidential and may be privileged as an
attorney/client communication or as attorney work product. The information is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient,
please: (i) be aware that any unauthorized interception, review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited; (ii) notify the sender by return e-mail; and (iii) delete this
communication from your computer system and destroy any copies.
NO FEDERAL TAX ADVICE: Unless expressly provided, this e-mail communication (including any attachments) does not constitute written tax advice as described
in 31 C.F.R. 10, et seq. and is not intended or written by us to be used and/or relied on as written tax advice for any purpose including, without limitation, the marketing
of any transaction addressed herein. Any U.S. federal tax advice rendered by DarrowEverett LLP shall be conspicuously labeled as such, shall include a discussion
of all material facts and circumstances applicable to transactions discussed therein in compliance with 31 C.F.R. 10.37, and shall set forth any applicable limits on
the use of such advice.
QUESTIONS: If you have any questions regarding this disclaimer, please contact DarrowEverett LLP at 401-453-1200, 617-443-4500 or 508-757-3300.

